Abstract
Introduction
The promise of Grid-based computing is to offer researchers transparent access to world-wide computing resources and data 1 . Many of these researchers, particularly in biological sciences, are computer users, not programmers. Portals offer an easy-to-use interface to the Grid. The need for such an interface is clear when we consider users of codes such as NAMD 2 and Matlab are still emailing parameters files to system administrators who run the jobs and email results back. The question, then, is how to provide such an interface.
Many elements of executing scientific codes on the Grid are identical for differing applications. A typical case is thus: the user creates a parameter file; she chooses resources to run the job on and supplies credentials for them; the job is executed, whilst the user monitors its status; the job is finished and results are made available to the user; the user then visualises and/or downloads the data.
With the exception of the parameter file creation, these operations are generic. That is, an intelligently designed system can reuse these components when running different applications. For example, though Matlab and NAMD have radically differing scientific domains, they can use these components since both simply require an executable and a script file to run.
Emerging standards such as JSR-168 have helped standardise design and promote code reuse. However the emerging nature of Grid technology means there are many specific solutions which are difficult to reuse. For example, there are numerous job submission subsystems: GridBus broker 3 , JobSubmissionService of GridPortlets 4 , NimRod 5 and custom Globus-based systems.
We suggest several methods for improving code and portlet reuse in section 3. To make this concrete, we present the method in the context of a set of portlets which are JSR-168 compliant. JSR-168 does not deal with inter-portlet communication, so we present a simple, container-neutral inter-portlet communication method.
Visualisation within portlets is examined in section 4, using the example of our OpenDX based visualisation applet and our credential management applet.
Portlets cannot provide all portal functionality -we look at how servlets were used to fill this gap in section 5 and present our file download servlet.
Reusing Portlets and Services
One of the main rationales for development with portlets is their reusability. Whilst this may be true for some portlets, our experience in developing Gridbased portlets shows there are two areas where coupling to other systems can severely limit reuse. Our solutions to these problems of inter-portlet communication and service-container coupling are illustrated with our script running application.
Portable Inter-Portlet Communication
Many Grid developers have adopted JSR-168 portlets even though this standard is designed more for weather-report style portlets, such as seen at Yahoo!. Grid portals need to communicate filenames, active jobs and the like between portlets, but JSR-168 does not define a mechanism for inter-portlet communication. Individual portlet containers have filled this gap with their own mechanisms (eg. Gridsphere 4 ). Communication can be done in a number of ways. We outline the major possibilities, evaluate them and find that using the portlet session with helper classes is the best method for many applications.
Container-specific communication methods are not recommended for obvious reasons. Some containers are moving towards decoupling the communication methods from the container, but at the present time (mid 2005), we don't know of any implementation.
A singleton implementation can be used for communication.
All portlets know about this singleton, which stores objects for each user. A portlet can store an object for another portlet to access. For maximum flexibility, at the cost of some convenience, we would store key / value pairs of type String / Object, in the common fashion : Notice that we must specify the user, which opens the possibility of coding errors introducing security flaws.
Servlet containers (which host portlet containers) can run on multiple hosts for load-sharing -this singleton method would fail on such systems. It's a simple, flexible method with some serious limitations.
The same information can be stored in the user's session, which is managed by the container and doesn't suffer from security or load-sharing problems. Coding can be error prone and tedious so we present a helper class, SessionObjectAccessor. Each webapp would have a similar class, depending on the objects it is storing in the session: public class Communicator { public static void getTYPE (PortletRequest r) } This method is guaranteed to provide a valid object of Type TYPE. Such a method takes care of creating the object and storing in the correct scope. A 'put' method is not required as the returned object is modifiable. See References for a full implementation.
In our application, we perform communication between several portlets.
For example, the JobsChooser portlet will store an object JobInfo, which contains a job ID and working directory. The FileExplorer portlet can access this object to display files for download or visualisation.
These objects may need to query Grid resources and may be tightly coupled to an implementation. Therefore we present them as Java Interfaces, so the implementation can easily be changed if required.
When a portlet page is refreshed, the developer cannot expect the actionPerformed() method of their portlet to execute. Indeed, sometimes caching prevents the doView() being called. This behaviour is specified by JSR-168, but is not immediately obvious. For development and testing we disable the cache in portlet.xml:
It means that portlets containing information which changes in time will re-query their underlying system each time doView() is called. Since highly interactive systems often have many page refreshes to perform a task, we activate the cache for production.
Portable Portlet Services
Portlet development can follow the Model-ViewController method 7, 8 , which has proven a very effective design paradigm. To do this, the portlet class should be 'thin' -it delegates most functionality to other classes. External frameworks are available to promote this type of service-based architecture and some portlet containers have such an architecture builtin. As with inter-portlet communication (see Section 3.1), services are not part of JSR-168. However, in this instance, we believe the benefits of built-in services sometimes outweigh their lack of portability. Therefore, we have used GridPortlet's services, such as JobSubmissionService, instead of directly Proceedings of the First International Conference on e-Science and Grid Computing (e-Science'05) coding Globus. In the future we hope to see either a standard for using services from portlets or at least the adoption of container-independent frameworks like Spring.
Script Running Portlets
Creating a portlet to run a simple script or an existing code with a user's parameter file is a straightforward task. However there is no standard way to implement this in a grid environment. Many solutions exist, each with advantages and disadvantages.
GridPortlets (from GridSphere 4 ) is developed as a complete toolkit, which provides services for Credential Management, Job Submission and Monitoring, and Basic Resource Discovery. GridPortlets is not yet completely container independent and relies on a few services from GridSphere. As mentioned, the stable and useful services outweigh the disadvantages.
Our script running portlet is able to handle the submission of an executable and associated parameter file. We aim to make the portlet reusable with a minimal amount of effort.
Prior to using the portlet, the user authenticates themselves using existing GridPortlet portlets. The user can upload credentials or use a MyProxy server. Within the portlet, they are presented with a simple interface: a file browser box for selecting a file to upload, a text box for inputting the arguments, and a drop down box to select the host to run the job on. See Figure 2 . The job is then submitted to the host for processing via GridPortlet's JobSubmission service.
As outlined in Section 2, we use the Communicator object to 'publish' which job was executed. Other portlets can retrieve this information without coupling themselves to the script running portlet, since they need only know about the Communicator and JobInfo classes.
In our case an independent portlet -FileExplorerreads the directory of the job's output files and displays them to the user to download (see Section 5) or visualise (see Section 4). To reuse the script running portlet, no code needs to be modified. The configuration of the portlet is handled through the portlet.xml file, which can easily be changed. The JSP page can be modified and the portlet will automatically pickup additional form elements.
Figure 2: ScriptRunner and FileExplorer

Java applets and Portlets
Java applets provide far superior functionality to HTML, but require the user to install a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) within their browser. There is also the additional complexity of fitting an applet in a portlet. We consider the need for applets and find they are justified for some credential management and visualisation requirements.
Credential Management
Credential management must, at some stage, involve the user uploading their credentials in a secure manner. Uploading the private credential is undesirable for two reasons. It quickly becomes tedious since the user must upload their credentials every time they log on to the portal. Secondly, private certificates should ideally not leave the user's control (i.e. their hard disk). Ideally, we would locally (i.e. on the user's machine) create a shortlived proxy from the credential and upload this. Trusted applets provide the ability to perform this local processing. Since the proxy credential is only valid for seven days, it's theft is not as serious as that of the private credential -which is typically valid for two years.
Our proxy-upload applet is container independent and reuseable. The user can upload their proxy credentials without installing software, or using the command line. The applet is signed, since it must be permitted to read from the local hard disk. Using MyProxy Java code, it creates a proxy of the on-disk credential and uploads to a MyProxy server.
MyProxy stores the short-lived proxy of the credentials in a central location. Portals then retrieve the proxy on the user's behalf. By using the same username and password to access both MyProxy and the portal, the user can have a 'single sign-on' to the Grid.
Figure 3: Credential Upload and Activation
Visualisation
Visualisation generally requires high levels of interaction with the user. Standard HTML cannot provide such interaction. DHTML, Javascript and CGI scripts can provide increased interaction, but DHTML and Javascript is problematic to include in portlets and cross-browser compatibility is hard to achieve. Java applets are the method of choice for high-interactivity applications since they provide maximum flexibility and cross-browser support. In addition, many visualisation applets already exist.
We make use of the mature visualisation tool, OpenDX. A new version, kindly supplied by David Thompson 10 , provides an improved applet interface. Creating an applet is relatively straightforward. In addition to the standard modules, we wrote a new module for importing FITS data files and importing data via HTTP.
Since our data files are generally too large to fit in an apple's JVM memory -which typically defaults to 16Mb -we use a server-side processing model. The applet opens communication back to the web-server on a different port. By contacting the 'originating server', signed applets are not required. However, our visualisation server actually runs on another machine, so we used SSH port-forwarding to forward communication from the web-server to this machine. The file name to visualise to supplied via parameters in the portlet's HTML output, which is accessible to the applet. 
The Role of Servlets
As the need for applets show, portlets are not able to implement everything which is needed for a Grid portal. One necessary limitation is that a portlet cannot change the content type of a page. As such, only HTML information is able to be output by a portlet. This presents a problem when we need to send binary files to the user.
In order to provide this functionality, we can use servlets. As a servlet has complete control over the HTTP headers, it is able to set the content type of the file. Since portlet containers sit on top of servlet containers, we can assume servlets are available. Servlets are not able to access the session of portlets, as they are in separate web-applications. This presents a major problem with communication.
In order to implement a method of communication between portlets and servlets, a HTTP Session Mapper was implemented. This object is a singleton class stored in the common library, available to both the web-applications. It is a map between a session identifier and the session object. To use the Mapper, the portlet stores the session and session identifier in the Mapper, and passes the session identifier string to the servlet. The servlet is then able to access the portlet session via the Mapper. From the session, the servlet can obtain information required to access Grid-based files, such as user name and Grid credentials.
This method provides a reusable and extensible method for using servlets and portlets together. Inherent in the method used to store the session is a security risk. The session identifier is passed via a cookie or URL rewriting. An intruder snooping on the network who sees the session identifier passed between the portlet and servlet is able to assume the privileges of the original user. This is certainly a risk, but since the session identifier is passed between all portlet requests, the same security implications exist for portlet-only applications. For such applications we use the secure HTTPS protocol. 
Conclusion
Developing Grid portlets is a challenging task because the technology is changing quickly. For the underlying Grid infrastructure to be exploited, we need to create easy-to-use interfaces. The need for fast development in a changing environment, and the similarities between applications mean that reuse is essential.
Standards such as JSR-168 are a good start, but a lack of standards for common tasks like inter-portlet communication has led to several unstandardised solutions.
For inter-portlet communication, we showed that applications need not use non-standard methods, while for Grid services we believe it's worthwhile using a non-standard system. Java applets were shown to play a small, yet key role in workable portlet-based applications. Servlets were necessary for other functions such as file downloading.
Finally, we presented an easy-to-reuse set of portlets for executing script-based programs on the Grid.
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